[Research status and development of humanized anti-tumor antibody drugs].
With the development of therapeutic monoclonal antibodies, the therapeutic antibodies have increasingly dominated the global pharmacy market in recent years, which are concentrated on the treatment of carcinoma, transplant rejection, auto-immune diseases etc. Meanwhile, the therapeutic antibodies could be categorized on the humanized proportion into several different types, such as murine-derived antibody, chimeric antibody, humanized antibody and human antibody. Herein, we focused both on antibody research hot spots and humanized anti-tumor antibody drugs. Moreover, in accordance with the classical examples of humanized anti-tumor antibody drugs approved by relevant authorities worldwide, we explained the research status and situation from both the humanized technologies and production of humanized antibodies. Additionally, it seemingly rational and reasonable to demonstrate the trend of further humanized anti-tumor antibody drugs in the prospect of the present situation either domestic or overseas.